
 

 

 

 

 

 

Intuitive visualization 

The great power of social network analysis resides 
in its capability to visualize the social nature of a 
group. To assist a better understanding for our 
clients, we manipulated the shape and color of the 
nodes and lines to reflect the members’ social 
attributes.  In this social map, the colors and lines 
reflect the following characteristics: 

 
 Lines: blue–intra-

group interaction, 
brown–inter-group 
interaction 

Node size: # of 
outgoing ties 

Node color: red—
PIs, light blue—
PDFs, blue—
trainees, yellow—
manager, green—
others 

 

Network cohesion 

Density matrix- WoW 
network 

Core Peri. 

Core .87 .41 

Peri. .41 .20 

To examine the network cohesiveness 
of the program members, we 
employed a number of UCINET tests ( 
found under Network  in the tool bar). 

1.Cut-point index: When the non-
existence of a node separates the 
network into several partitions, the 
node is defined as a cut-point.      

2.Factions: This function calculates the 
densities within and between 
factions. This exam led us to do a 
core-peripheral examination. 

3.Core-peripheral index: A core-
peripheral structure denoted dense 
interaction in the core group and 
loose interaction in the peripheral 
group. As the density matrix 
suggests, our evaluative network 
presents a core-peripheral structure. 

E-I index 

E-I index is a simple and useful 
calculation when one is interested in the 
partition nature of a network.  

 

This value can range from 1 to -1 and can 
be calculated for each partition and for 
each individual in the partition.  

In our evaluation project, we are 

interested in finding how members in 

different groups interact with each other 

(in relations to their titles and lab-

affiliations). The E-I indexes were .23 and 

.73 respectively. This implies that these 

individuals actively interacted with 

people from other labs while the 

traditional power differences  influenced 

their willingness to interact with those in 

different positions (e.g., professors, 

students). 

Correlations & t-tests  Regression (UCINET default) Logistic Regression (SPSS) 

One of our goals for using SNA 
in this evaluation was to find 
out the effects of co-
supervision and lab-
replacement, which were the 
main features of this program.  

To determine the effects of 
these implementations, we first 
created two  artificial matrices:  

* supervision relationships only   

* supervision/co-
supervision/lab-replacement 
relationships. 

Then, we correlated these two 
matrices with the real social 
matrices. The statistical results 
showed that these social 
implementations have 
significant influence on the 
interaction patterns within the 
network.   

r = .45 

r =.26 

To use the default UCINET regression 
function, we first had to convert the IVs into 
commeasurable matrix (i.e., same headings 
in the columns and rows in relation to the 
DV matrix). The regression analysis showed 
that three factors could significantly predict 
the existence of a tie:  

1) title difference between two nodes, 2) an 
indication of lab-affiliation, and 3) summed 
eigenvector (a weighed degree) of two 
nodes.  

The limitation of using this default 
regression function is that its embedded 
permutation technique does not treat the 
DV as dichotomous data as they naturally 
are (i.e., the existence/non-existence of a 
tie).  

IV Unstandardized 
coefficient 

Standardized 
coefficient 

significance Std. err.  

title/rank -.158 -275 <.01 .036 

Lab-affiliation .207 .221 <.001 .058 

eigenvector 2.760 .509 <.001 .694 

R² = .486 

Due to this limitation of the UCINET default regression 
calculations, we further converted the DV and IV matrices into 
columns of SPSS data in order to operate logistic regressions. 

Using the same predictors (all ps < .001), the correct prediction 
rate was boosted from 61% to 89% using the formulated logistic 
regression formula.   

Cox & Snell R² = .476, correct prediction rate: 89% 

IV B Std. Err. df significance 

title/rank -.158 -275 1 <.001 

lab-affiliation .207 .221 1 <.001 

eigenvector 2.760 .509 1 <.001 

 
Introduction 

Working on Walls (WOW) is a professional development program for graduate and post-graduate students in the Faculty of Botany at University of 
British Columbia (UBC). The program aims to extend the students’ employability upon graduation through increasing their networks with other 
students and mentors. Group mentoring and a form of lab rotations are being implemented in order to encourage the formulation of networks. 
Social network analysis (SNA) has been used to visualize and analyze these networks. This presentation introduces six different new and creative 
ways to analyze SNA data more in depth in a hope to enhance the usefulness and effectiveness of SNA in evaluation contexts.   

Increasing the reference-making capacity of SNA metrics 
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